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Abstract

Children aged 4 to 7 years (N = 120) played four rounds of a find-the-sticker game. For each round, an informant looked into two cups and made a claim about which cup held a sticker. At the end of each round, children guessed the sticker’s location, and then the sticker’s actual location was revealed. For three of the rounds, the informant accurately reported the sticker’s location. But critically, for one round—either round 1, 2, or 3—she was inaccurate. Children continually adjusted their trust in the informant as they obtained more information about her accuracy. Relations between the informant’s pattern of accuracy and children’s trust were robust, neither mediated nor moderated by children inferences about her intent or traits.
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Our ability to track the reliability of potential informants supports our ability to effectively learn from others. It allows us to seek information from people whose words and actions we can count on, and to appropriately trust (or mistrust) informants’ claims (e.g., Harris, 2012). However, deciding whose information to trust and whose guidance to seek is challenging because individuals are not uniformly reliable or unreliable. In fact, their reliability is likely to fluctuate over time. As a result, we need to continually update our assessments of informants’ reliability as we gain information about them.

Much recent work has been focused on identifying the criteria that children use to guide their epistemic trust, including informants’ accuracy (e.g., Birch, Vauthier, & Bloom, 2008; Koenig & Harris, 2005; Pasquini, Corriere, Koenig, & Harris, 2007; Shafto, Eaves, Navarro, and Perfors, 2012), expertise (e.g., Landrum, Mills, & Johnston, 2013; Lane & Harris, 2015), in-group status (e.g., Kinzler, Corriere, & Harris, 2011), and their personality traits and intent (e.g., Landrum et al., 2013; Lane, Wellman, & Gelman, 2013; Mascaro & Sperber, 2009).

Relatively little work has examined children’s ability to update their evaluation of a single informant’s trustworthiness over time (but see: Jaswal, Croft, Setia, & Cole, 2010; Koenig & Woodward, 2010; Krogh-Jespersen & Echols, 2012; Nurmsoo & Robinson, 2009; Robinson & Nurmsoo, 2009; Sabbagh & Shafman, 2009; Vanderbilt, Liu, & Heyman, 2011).

In this study, we investigate the trajectory of children’s trust in a single informant’s verbal testimony over time. That is, we explore how children’s trust in an informant changes as they gain knowledge about that informant’s accuracy. This focus allows us to answer two questions: (1) Do children continually adjust their trust in an informant as they gain information
about her accuracy? (2) Does the timing of an informant’s inaccuracy—i.e., whether the informant is inaccurate the first time a child encounters her vs. if the informant is inaccurate in the child’s most recent encounter with her—influence children’s trust in that informant?

In the following sections, we review prior work on young children’s ability to monitor and update their assessments of informants’ reliability based on their accuracy. We then present alternative hypotheses on how the pattern of an informant’s accuracy might influence children’s trust.

The ability to use an informant’s prior accuracy to guide learning is present in infancy and develops throughout the preschool years (Harris, 2012; Harris & Lane, 2014). Fourteen-month-olds prefer to track the gaze of a reliable rather than an unreliable looker (e.g., a looker who was excited when gazing into containers of toys rather than one who was excited when gazing into empty containers; Chow, Poulin-Dubois, & Lewis, 2008). At this age, infants also prefer to imitate actions from informants who are competent rather than incompetent (e.g., they imitate a model who knows how to put on shoes rather than a model who does not; Zmyj, Buttelmann, Carpenter, & Daum, 2010). Eighteen-month-olds can additionally use an informant’s prior accuracy (when labelling familiar words) to learn new words and actions (Brooker & Poulin-Dubois, 2013). By 3-years of age, children can use informants’ reliability in one domain (word labels) to decide whom to trust when learning about other domains, such as object functions (Koenig & Harris, 2005) and game rules (Rakoczy, Warneken, & Tomasello, 2009). By at least 4-years of age, children distinguish between informants who differ subtly in their accuracy. For example, they prefer the testimony of an informant who mislabeled 1 out of 4 objects rather than one who mislabeled 3 out of 4 objects (Pasquini et al., 2007). In sum, there is
strong evidence that young children prefer to learn from more accurate and reliable informants over less accurate and reliable informants.

Most research that has revealed children’s preference for more accurate informants has utilized a paradigm that requires children to choose between two informants who differ in their prior accuracy (e.g., Koenig & Harris, 2005; Pasquini et al., 2007). However, in their everyday interactions, children typically do not compare the conflicting testimony provided in succession by two or more informants; rather, they are often presented information by a single informant, often someone whom they have interacted with on many occasions (Lane & Harris, 2015; Vanderbilt, Heyman, & Liu, 2014). Thus, research examining the trajectory of children’s trust in a single informant’s verbal testimony is important because it reflects how children commonly confront new information. What little research has tracked children’s trust in a single informant over time has been conducted with young preschoolers, revealing that 3- and 4-year-olds tend to follow the testimony of an inaccurate informant, even after the informant has provided inaccurate information several trials in a row (e.g., Jaswal et al., 2010; Vanderbilt et al., 2011, 2014). Thus, it is largely unknown whether or how older preschoolers and school-age children update their trust in an informant as they interact with her and how the pattern of the informant’s accuracies and inaccuracies influences children’s trust. In the current study, we directly address these issues with children ranging from 4- to 7-years in age.

Pasquini and colleagues (2007) have argued that children older than 4-year-olds may distinguish between mostly-accurate and mostly-inaccurate speakers using one of two strategies: (1) a raw frequency strategy where children keep track of the number of inaccuracies, or (2) a proportional strategy where children keep track of the proportion of inaccuracies relative to the total amount of testimony. These two strategies lead to different predictions about the trajectory
of children’s trust in a single informant over time. If children track the number of inaccuracies rather than the proportion of inaccuracies then their trust in an informant should be the same when an informant is incorrect for 1-of-1 trials, 1-of-2 trials, or 1-of-3 trials. In contrast, if children track an informant’s proportional inaccuracy then we would expect their trust to be lower at higher levels of proportional inaccuracy (i.e., least trusting when the informant is inaccurate for 1-of-1 trials compared to 1-of-2 trials, and most trusting when the informant is inaccurate for 1-of-3 trials).

Although these two strategies are plausible, they are not ideal from a social learning perspective because they do not account for all of the data that informants supply about their accuracy. Both the raw-frequency strategy and the proportional-inaccuracy strategy predict equivalent trust in an informant who has been correct for 0-of-0 trials, 1-of-1 trials, or 2-of-2 trials because these three informants do not differ in their number of inaccuracies or in their proportional inaccuracy. However, this prediction is unsatisfying. From an inferential statistical standpoint, someone who has provided correct information for 2-of-2 trials should be trusted more than someone who has been correct for 1-of-1 trials, and still more than someone who has been correct for 0-of-0 trials; if someone has been correct for 2-of-2 trials, we have more data from which to draw inferences and predict their behavior. This highlights the utility of a third strategy whereby children continually update their assessment of an informant’s future testimony based on all of the information they have at their disposal (i.e., the number of incorrect and correct statements the informant has made). On this account, children’s trust in informants should increase based on their proportional accuracy and based on their number of correct statements.
A second aim of the current study was to examine whether children’s trust in an informant over multiple trials is subject to primacy or recency effects. That is, we asked whether children’s trust in an informant would vary not only based on that informant’s cumulative record of inaccuracy (and accuracy) but also as a function of when their inaccuracy occurred. For example, an informant’s inaccuracy might be especially salient if it occurs the first time children receive information from that informant (a primacy effect) and might thus lead children to remain skeptical despite the informant’s subsequent accuracy. Alternatively, trust in an informant might be lower if the informant has very recently provided incorrect information than if she had provided inaccurate information several trials ago (a recency effect). That is, because of its salience in memory, a recent inaccuracy might be especially powerful in reducing children’s trust in an informant. Given the large literature demonstrating primacy and recency effects in adults’ impression formation (e.g., Anderson & Barrios, 1961; Mayo & Crockett, 1964), we speculated that children’s trust in an informant would vary based on the timing of that informant’s inaccuracy.

To answer these two questions, the current experiment extends a paradigm used in prior research on children’s epistemic trust (Jaswal et al., 2010; Vanderbilt et al., 2011), in which children are provided information by an informant and then decide whether or not to trust her. Note that this paradigm does not require children to trust one of two informants who differ in their prior accuracy (e.g., Koenig & Harris, 2005; Pasquini et al., 2007) but rather assesses how far they trust information provided by a single informant. Here, children played 4 rounds of a game in which an informant looks into two cups and states which cup contains a sticker. On each trial, children were asked to decide which cup contains the sticker, and then the contents of both cups were shown to children, thereby also revealing whether the informant had been accurate or
inaccurate. Critically, the informant provided incorrect testimony (i.e., stated that the empty cup contained the sticker) on one of the four trials, and children were assigned to conditions such that the incorrect testimony was provided on either the first, second, or third trial.

Varying the timing of the informant’s inaccuracy allowed us to more precisely test whether and how children continually update their assessment of an informant’s accuracy. We hypothesized that children’s acceptance of the informants’ testimony would vary with both the overall pattern and the amount of data they had about the informant’s accuracy. That is, children’s trust in inaccurate informants should differ based on her proportional inaccuracy (i.e., inaccurate for 1-of-1 trials < 1-of-2 trials < 1-of-3 trials). In addition, when proportional inaccuracy is held constant, children’s trust in informants should increase based on the number of times they have been correct (correct for 0-of-0 trials < 1-of-1 trials < 2-of-2 trials). This paradigm also allowed us to test for recency and primacy effects. If children’s trust in informants is subject to a primacy effect then they should display lower trust on the very last trial (i.e., trial 4) if the informant’s sole incorrect claim had been provided on the very first trial rather than on trial 2. On the other hand, if children’s trust in informants is subject to a recency effect, they should display lower trust on the very last trial (i.e., trial 4) if the informant’s sole incorrect statement had been provided on the previous trial (i.e., trial 3) rather than on trial 2.

To better understand the processes by which children’s ongoing epistemic trust changes as a function of an informant’s pattern of accuracy, we also asked children to make ongoing assessments of the informant’s traits (i.e., niceness and smartness). Children rated the informant’s traits at the very beginning of the study, immediately after she provided inaccurate information, and at the end of the study. This allowed us to test whether children’s trait ratings mediate or moderate their trust in the informant. That is, children might interpret an informant’s
inaccuracies as a sign of meanness or as a lack of intelligence, and in turn this interpretation might reduce their trust in her. Indeed, preschoolers use behavioral information to make inferences about informants’ traits (Boseovski & Lee, 2006; Boseovski, Chiu, & Marcovitch, 2013; Heyman, 2009), and informants’ traits can influence children’s epistemic trust (Lane et al., 2013). Five- and 6-year-old children require fewer exemplars than three- and four-year-old children to predict that actors who engage in negative behavior will do so again (e.g., Boseovski et al., 2013). Thus, we expected that after the informant had provided inaccurate information on a (single) trial, older (but not younger) children’s evaluations of her niceness and intelligence would decrease, and that as a result their trust in the informant would also decrease to a greater extent than would younger children’s trust.

Older preschoolers also adjust their trust in an informant based on the informant’s intent (Mascaro & Sperber, 2009; Shafto et al., 2012; Vanderbilt et al., 2011). Thus, we also examined whether an informant’s apparently intentional provision of inaccurate information would lead children to distrust her more than if she provided the inaccurate information by mistake. We experimentally manipulated the informant’s apparent intent by having half of the children receive an apology from her after it became clear that she had provided inaccurate information (“I’m really sorry. I made a mistake”); the other half received no apology. We manipulated intent using an apology because children as young as 4-years understand the appeasement functions that explicit apologies serve (Smith, Chen, & Harris, 2010; Smith & Harris, 2012; Vaish, Carpenter, & Tomasello, 2011) and because children as young as 3-years can update their assessment of an informant’s trustworthiness after they are provided information about the reason for the informant’s inaccuracy (Nurmsoo & Robinson, 2009; Robinson & Nurmsoo, 2009).
Method

Participants

Children ranging from 4- to 7-years ($N = 120$) participated at a science museum in Boston ($n = 97$, 50 girls; $M_{age} = 5$ years, 10 months, $Range = 4$ years to 7 years and 11 months) and at a local preschool ($n = 23$, 13 girls; $M_{age} = 5$ years, $Range = 4$ years to 6 years). Two additional children were tested but excluded from analyses because they did not complete the study. Most families were of middle- to upper-middle socioeconomic status. Participants represented a variety of racial and ethnic backgrounds, but were predominately Caucasian.

Procedure

Participants were randomly assigned to watch an informant provide incorrect information on either the first trial ($n = 39$; 23 girls; $M_{age} = 5$ years, 9 months, $Range: 4$ years, 2 months – 7 years, 10 months), the second trial ($n = 39$; 19 girls; $M_{age} = 5$ years, 8 months, $Range: 4$ years – 7 years, 11 months), or the third trial ($n = 42$; 21 girls; $M_{age} = 5$ years, 7 months, $Range: 4$ years – 7 years, 10 months) of a find-the-sticker game. In addition, children were randomly assigned to either receive an apology after the provision of incorrect information ($n = 63$; 34 girls; $M_{age} = 5$ years, 7 months, $Range: 4$ years – 7 years, 10 months) or not receive an apology ($n = 57$; 29 girls; $M_{age} = 5$ years, 9 months, $Range: 4$ years – 7 years, 11 months). Children participated in four phases: (1) meeting the players (which included an initial trait assessment of the informant), (2) learning the game, (3) playing the game, and (4) final trait assessment of the informant. Phases were presented in a fixed order, and are described in greater detail below.

Meeting the players. Children were shown a picture of two women sitting on opposite sides of a table and were told that the woman facing the camera (and thus facing the participant) was named Tracy (the informant) and that the woman facing away from the camera was named
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Lynn (the player). Lynn was included in the protocol in order to make the experiment consistent across children—Lynn always trusted Tracy, and thus it made sense for Tracy to offer an apology (for children in the Apology condition) regardless of whether or not a participant had trusted Tracy. As well, because children were shown pre-recorded videos, it made more sense for Tracy to interact with a play partner who was present in the same room. After being introduced to these two players, children were asked to identify Tracy and Lynn. If children misidentified the women, they were corrected; 95% (114/120) of children correctly identified both women on the first try. Then, children were shown a picture of Tracy and were asked to rate her niceness and smartness: “Do you think Tracy is nice/smart or mean/not smart?”, followed by,” Okay. Do you think Tracy is very ____ or just a little _____?”

**Learning the game.** Children were then shown the same picture of Tracy and Lynn sitting at a table, but now with two cups (one striped and one with dots) placed in front of Tracy. Children were told: “In this game, you and Lynn [pointing to Lynn] are going to try to find stickers hidden in cups. For each turn, there will be two cups on the table, and there will be one sticker hidden in one of the cups. Sometimes the sticker is hidden in the cup on this side [point to left cup] and sometimes it’s hidden in the cup on this side [point to right cup]. You and Lynn won’t look in the cups, but Tracy [point] will look in the cups. She’ll say something, about the sticker, and then you can choose where you think the sticker is. You can choose the same cup Tracy says or a different cup. It’s up to you. After you choose, Lynn will choose, and then everyone will get to see what’s inside the cups. Every time you pick the cup with the sticker, you get a point. We’ll use this sheet to show how many points you have.” This phrasing differs slightly from previous paradigms investigating children’s trust in verbal testimony. We chose to explicitly tell children that they could choose the same cup that the informant mentioned or a
different cup in order to minimize the social pressure that children might feel to endorse the testimony of the informant. Children were then asked whether they were going to try to find as many stickers as they can. All children said “Yes.” They then saw a video of Lynn stating that she was going to try to find as many stickers as she can.

**Playing the game.** Children played four trials of the game. The informant provided correct information about the location of the sticker for 3 of the 4 trials. Children were randomly assigned to receive incorrect information about the location of the sticker on the 1\(^{st}\), 2\(^{nd}\), or 3\(^{rd}\) trial. This allowed us to manipulate the frequency with which the informant had proven to be accurate prior to her provision of incorrect information. In addition, children were randomly assigned to either receive or not receive an apology from the informant immediately after she provided incorrect information. The trials were presented on videos, shot from the same perspective as the photos previously described, over the shoulder of Lynn (the player) who was sitting across a table from the informant (Tracy). The video began with an empty table. A third woman, whose face was not visible, placed in the middle of the table two different solid-colored cups upright (their contents were not visible to Lynn or to participants). The video was paused and children were asked about the color of each cup; children were corrected when necessary. The informant then stood up and slowly looked over into each cup. Whether the informant looked inside the right cup or the left cup first was counterbalanced across trials. The informant then sat down and made a statement about the location of the cup: “The sticker is in the [color] cup”. At that point the video was paused and children were asked: “Where do you think the sticker is?” The experimenter recorded children’s answer and said: “Let’s see what Lynn chooses”. Lynn then proceeded to choose the cup suggested by the informant. Lynn always followed the suggestion of the informant in order to create a context where it made sense for the
informant to apologize on the trial when she provided inaccurate information. The woman who initially set up the cups came back and tilted each cup towards the camera, starting with the empty cup, saying “It’s not in this one”, followed by the cup with the sticker, saying “It’s in this one.” The experimenter started the next trial by saying: “Someone is going to put new cups on the table. Let’s see what happens.” On the trial when the informant provided inaccurate information, the video then differed depending on whether children were assigned to the apology or no apology condition. In the no apology condition, the informant looked up without saying a word. In the apology condition, the informant looked up and said: “I’m really sorry. I made a mistake.” Immediately after the incorrect trial, children were asked to complete the same niceness and smartness ratings about the informant that they completed before playing the game. Children were also asked about the informant’s intent: “Do you think Tracy named that cup on purpose or by mistake?” The three trials when the informant provided a correct recommendation were identical except that children did not answer the trait or intent questions. The actual location of the sticker on each trial (left or right cup) was counterbalanced across participants. To do this, we generated two orders for the location of the sticker that did not follow a predictable patter (left, right, right, left, and right, left, left, right) and randomly assigned children to these patterns. Each trial used different colored cups, and thus no two colors were used on more than one trial.

After children had completed all four trials of the game, they were asked to rate the niceness and smartness of the informant a third, and final time using the same questions as in the initial assessment.

Results
Our focal analyses are centered on children’s trust in the informant’s testimony, but we begin by examining whether children’s trait attributions and their attribution of intent varied based on the informant’s pattern of inaccuracy and the informant’s provision of an apology following her inaccuracy. Trait and intent attributions could conceivably mediate effects of the informant’s prior accuracy and her provision of an apology on children’s trust. Thus, we first explore whether trait and intent attributions are directly related to the informant’s prior accuracy or to the informant’s provision of an apology. Following these analyses, we turn to our primary analysis of how the informant’s pattern of accuracy—as well as children’s trait inferences, and their intent attributions—influence children’s trust in the informant. Throughout our analyses, we model the informant’s history of accuracy as a categorical predictor rather than as a continuous predictor. By modeling patterns of accuracy as a categorical predictor we make no assumptions as to the shape of the relations between patterns of accuracy and our outcomes of interest. We report results for logistic regression models using odds-ratios. We report the same results in log-odds in the Supporting Online Materials 2, 4, 6a, 6b, and 8. All logistic analyses were conducted using the –logit– command in Stata 14.

**Trait attribution**

Children were asked to rate the informant’s niceness and smartness three times: (1) at the start of the experiment, (2) immediately after they had received incorrect information, and (3) at the end of the experiment. To examine whether the timing of the informant’s inaccuracy and the provision of an apology influenced children’s ratings of the informant’s traits, we converted children’s trait ratings at each time point into numerical scores and treated them as a continuous variable: “very mean / not smart” was scored as 0; “just a little mean / not smart” was scored as .33; “just a little nice / smart” was scored as .67; and “very nice / smart” was scored as 1.
Receiving an apology and the timing of the inaccuracy on children’s trait ratings. To investigate the effect of the informant’s apology and of the timing of her inaccuracy on children’s trait ratings, a multilevel linear regression model (using the –xtmixed– command in Stata 14) regressed children’s trait ratings on the predictors of interest. A multilevel model was used to account for repeated measures: children were asked about two traits (i.e., niceness and smartness) at three time points (i.e., baseline, post-inaccuracy, final). Analyses revealed that there were no interactions between trait type and other predictors and no main effect of trait type. Nonetheless, trait type was retained as a control variable in all models. The results of these analyses are displayed in Table 1. Coefficients represent mean differences in trait ratings.

Two models were tested. The first model tested whether differences in children’s trait ratings at different time points (i.e., baseline, after receiving inaccurate information, and the end of the experiment) differed as a function of children’s assignment to the Apology and Prior-Accuracy conditions. In the second model, we tested whether differences in children’s trait ratings at these different time points varied with age. Previous research has found that older children need less behavioral evidence to make trait inferences then younger children (Boseovski et al., 2013). Thus, we predicted that the provision of incorrect information might have a greater impact on older than younger children’s trait attributions.

The first model included trait type, age, whether children received an apology (or not), whether children were assigned to receive inaccurate information on the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd trial (with trial 1 as the reference category), and the interaction between the timing of the inaccuracy and apology. Finally, to test whether differences in children’s trait ratings at the three time points differed as a function of their assignment to the six conditions, the timing of children’s trait assessments (baseline, post-inaccuracy, final) was included as a categorical predictor (baseline
assessments were the reference category) and the model also included interactions between the timing of children’s trait assessments and their assignment to the six conditions (i.e., the two apology conditions and 3 inaccuracy timing conditions). This set of interactions failed to predict a significant amount of additional variance as assessed by a General Linear Test, $\chi^2(10) = 13.76$, $p = .18$. Thus, the impact of the timing of children’s trait assessments (whether it came at the start of the experiment, immediately after the receipt of incorrect information, or at the end of the experiment) on their trait ratings did not differ based on whether children received an apology or experienced the inaccuracy on their first, second, or third trial. These interactions were thus removed from the model. The resulting model is presented in Table 1 (Model 1).

This model reveals a significant interaction between the timing of the inaccuracy and receiving an apology. This interaction is displayed in Supporting Online Information 1. Children who received incorrect information on the third trial and then received an apology provided trait ratings that were, on average, significantly lower than those provided by children assigned to the other conditions. Because the previous modeling demonstrated that differences in children’s trait ratings at the three time points did not interact with children’s condition assignment, this difference between conditions likely reflects baseline differences in children’s trait ratings.

More importantly, this model reveals that children’s ratings of the informant’s traits varied significantly based on the timing of those ratings (i.e., whether ratings were made at baseline, after the informant’s inaccuracy, or after the very last trial). Children provided significantly lower trait ratings immediately after they had received incorrect information (see Table 1, Model1). However, children’s ratings of the informant’s traits recovered by the final assessment, and were not statistically different from their baseline ratings.
The second model tested for an interaction between age and the timing of children’s trait ratings (see Table 1, Model 2). Immediately after receiving incorrect information older children lowered their ratings of the informant more than younger children. However, by the final assessment, there were no differences between younger and older children’s trait ratings. This interaction is displayed in Figure 1. Inspection of Figure 1 illustrates this pattern and shows that even though older children’s ratings of the informant’s traits were lower after she provided inaccurate information, such ratings remained relatively positive. On average, children’s ratings never dropped below “just a little nice / smart”.

In summary, regardless of whether children received an apology, or whether they received incorrect information on their first, second, or third trial, children’s ratings of the informant’s smartness and niceness decreased significantly after they received incorrect information relative to their baseline ratings. This decrease was most pronounced among the oldest children. However, this decrease was short lived. By the end of the experiment, children’s ratings of the informant’s traits had increased significantly relative to their ratings immediately after receiving incorrect information and did not differ from their baseline ratings.

**Attribution of intent to the informant**

Recall that immediately after learning that the informant had provided incorrect information children were asked whether she had provided that information on purpose or by mistake. We examined whether children’s attributions of intent [i.e., their judgments that she provided incorrect information unintentionally (“by mistake,” coded as 1) rather than intentionally (“on purpose,” coded as 0)] were related to the informant’s proportional accuracy (entered as a categorical variable; 0-for-1, 1-for-2, 2-for-3; with 0-for-1 as the reference category), whether she apologized for her inaccuracy, children’s attribution of smartness and
niceness (after her inaccuracy), and children’s age and gender. Table 2 displays parameter estimates using odds ratios with corresponding 95% confidence intervals (parameters estimates in log-odds with corresponding standard errors are provided in Supporting Online Information 2). We began by entering all 7 predictors into a logistic regression and found that the only two significant predictors were children’s age and their receipt of an apology. Children were more likely to say that the informant made a mistake if they were younger and received an apology. In subsequent models, not pictured in Table 2, we found no significant interaction between gender and receiving an apology or between age and receiving an apology. Thus, the informant’s apology conveyed to children that her inaccuracy was unintentional, regardless of children’s age or gender.

**Children’s trust in the informant’s testimony**

Our focal aim was to examine how children’s trust in the informant—as indexed by their tendency to select the cup that she indicated—varied depending on the informant’s prior accuracy. We also considered whether children’s trust in the informant was affected by whether they received an apology as well as their attributions of traits and intent to the informant.

To answer these questions, we conducted three sets of analyses. We first examined children’s trust in the informant on the trial *immediately after* the trial when she provided inaccurate information (i.e., when the informant had, up to that point, been accurate for 0, 1 or 2 trials). Next, we examined whether the timing of the informant’s inaccuracy influenced children’s trust, by examining their trust in the informant on the *last* trial, at which point the informant had the same proportional accuracy across all conditions (2 out of 3 trials). This allowed us to test whether children’s trust in the informant was subject to recency or primacy effects or whether children simply took into account the overall accuracy of the informant.
Finally, we pooled data across conditions to more precisely examine how children’s trust in the informant varied as children obtained more information about her. We describe results from each of these analyses in turn. Note that preliminary analyses (detailed in Supporting Online Information 3) revealed no significant differences in children’s trust in the first cup as a function of children’s assignment to the Prior Accuracy and Apology conditions.

**Trust immediately after the provision of incorrect information.** Table 3 displays parameter estimates (odds-ratios) with corresponding 95% confidence intervals for logistic regression models predicting children’s trust in the informant’s recommendation immediately after she had provided incorrect information (parameters estimates in log-odds with corresponding standard errors are provided in Supporting Online Information 4). The informant’s proportional accuracy was entered as a categorical variable (0-for-1, 1-for-2, 2-for-3), with 1-for-2 as the reference category. Therefore, the coefficient for 0-for-1 is the ratio of the odds that a child trusted the informant’s recommendation when she was 0-for-1 rather than 1-for-2, and the coefficient for 2-for-3 is the ratio of the odds that a child trusted the informant’s recommendation when she was 2-for-3 rather than 1-for-2. A significant coefficient below 1.00 would indicate lower trust in the informant’s claim at that level of accuracy relative to when the informant was 1-for-2. A significant coefficient above 1.00 would indicate greater trust in the informant’s claim at that level of accuracy relative to when the informant was 1-for-2.

Our analytic strategy was to first introduce our main predictor of interest (i.e., the informant’s proportional accuracy) before testing for potential mediators or interaction effects of interest. Model 1 included the informant’s proportional accuracy, which significantly predicted children’s trust in the informant (see Table 3, Model 1). In Model 2, we controlled for children’s age, gender, whether they received an apology, the intent children attributed to the informant,
and the traits (smartness and niceness) that children attributed to the informant (following the informant’s provision of incorrect information). Accounting for these factors, the informant’s proportional accuracy remained a significant predictor of children’s trust in the informant, and none of these additional factors significantly predicted children’s trust (see Table 3, Model 2). Children trusted the informant’s recommendation significantly more when she was 1-for-2 rather than 0-for-1, and when she was 2-for-3 rather than 1-for-2. In subsequent models, we tested a selected number of interactions (not presented in Table 3, but detailed in Supporting Online Materials 5), none of which were statistically significant. Thus, as displayed in Figure 2, children’s trust in the informant following an inaccuracy was greatest if she had made that inaccurate claim in later trials, and thus had greater proportional accuracy. This effect was quite robust; it was not mediated by or moderated by children’s age, trait attributions, attributions of intent, or the informant’s apology.

**Trust in the informant’s recommendation on the last trial.** In Table 4, we display parameter estimates (odds-ratios) with corresponding 95% confidence intervals for fitted logistic regression models predicting children’s trust in the informant’s recommendation on trial 4 (parameters estimates in log-odds with corresponding standard errors are provided in Supporting Online Information 6a). The timing of the informant’s provision of inaccurate information was entered as a categorical variable (1\textsuperscript{st}, 2\textsuperscript{nd}, or 3\textsuperscript{rd} trial), with trial 2 as the reference category. This allowed us to test for primacy and recency effects. In Table 4, the coefficient for the 1\textsuperscript{st} trial represents the ratio of the odds that children trusted the informant’s recommendation on the final trial when the informant provided incorrect information on the 1\textsuperscript{st} trial rather than on the 2\textsuperscript{nd} trial. A significant coefficient below 1.00 would indicate a primacy effect; that is, lower trust when the inaccurate information is provided in the first encounter with the informant rather than in the
second encounter. The coefficient for the 3rd trial represents the ratio of the odds that children trusted the informant’s recommendation on the final trial when the informant provided incorrect information on the 3rd trial rather than on the 2nd trial. A significant coefficient below 1.00 would indicate a recency effect; that is, lower trust when the inaccurate information was provided in the most recent encounter (i.e., trial 3) rather than in an earlier encounter (i.e., trial 2).

Our analytic strategy was to first introduce our main predictor of interest (i.e., the timing of the informant’s inaccurate statement) before testing for potential mediators or interaction effects of interest. In our first model, we examined whether there was evidence for primacy or recency effects, by entering the timing of the informant’s inaccurate claim (see Table 4, Model 1). There were no significant differences in children’s trust in the informant on the fourth trial as a function of the timing of the inaccuracy—regardless of whether children had received incorrect information on trial 1, 2, or 3, they displayed a similar level trust on the fourth trial, by which time the informant had been accurate on 2 of the 3 previous trials. Thus, children’s trust in the informant showed no signs of primacy or recency effects. In Model 2, we added children’s age, gender, whether they received an apology (coded as 1) or not (coded as 0), the intent children attributed to the informant, and the traits (smartness and niceness) that children attributed to the informant (following the informant’s provision of incorrect information). With the addition of these variables, the coefficient on the 3rd trial became statistically significant (see Table 4, model 2). Children were more likely to trust the informant on the last cup if she had been incorrect on the 3rd rather than 2nd trial. This rules out the possibility that there is a recency effect of having been provided with inaccurate information. Such an effect would predict that children would trust the informant less if she had provided incorrect information on the previous trial rather than two trials prior. However, it raises the possibility that even though children had the same
statistical evidence across conditions on the 4th cup (an informant who was 2-for-3) children were more trusting of an informant who provided incorrect information later rather than earlier (a primacy effect). Such an effect seems unlikely given that we found that children were equally trusting on the 4th cup whether the informant provided incorrect information on the first or second cup. Nonetheless, we tested whether children were more trusting on the 4th cup if the informant provided incorrect information on the third cup rather than the first cup. We found no significant differences (the complete regression table for this analysis is provided in Supporting Online Information 6b). Thus, the only significant difference on the 4th trial is between children who received incorrect information on the 3rd cup (greater trust) rather than on the 2nd cup (less trust) when we control for age, gender, receiving an apology, the intent children attributed to the informant, and the traits (smartness and niceness) that children attributed. Note that this difference is not statistically significant without these controls. Thus, we find no evidence for robust recency or primacy effects on children’s trust in the informant on the last trial.

Of the additional variables we added in Model 2, only children’s age and their final attribution of smartness were significant predictors of trust on the last trial. Trust on the last trial was higher among younger children, and among children who attributed greater smartness to the informant. In subsequent models, we tested a selected number of interactions (not included in Table 4, but detailed in Supporting Online Information 7), none of which were statistically significant. In sum, on the last trial, trust was higher among younger children and among children who interpreted the informant as smarter. However, there was little evidence that the timing of the informant’s inaccuracy affected children’s final level of trust—there was neither a primacy effect nor a recency effect.
Overall influence of prior accuracy on trust in the informant’s recommendation.

Because we found no effect of the informant’s apology on children’s trust, we combined data across the two Apology conditions to more precisely examine how children’s trust in the informant varied as children obtained more information about her. We binned children’s decisions to trust the informant across conditions based on the informant’s prior number of accuracies and inaccuracies. This allowed us to examine children’s trust in the informant when she was 0-for-0, 0-for-1, 1-for-1, 1-for-2, 2-for-2, or 2-for-3. All 120 children provided data on the first trial at which point the informant had previously been accurate on zero of zero trials (0-for-0) and on the last trial at which point she had been accurate on two of three trials (2-for-3). Children for whom the informant was incorrect on the first trial \( (n = 39) \) provided data on their trust when her prior accuracy had been 0-for-1 (on their 2\(^{nd}\) trial) and 1-for-2 (on their 3\(^{rd}\) trial). Likewise, children for whom the informant was incorrect on the second trial \( (n = 39) \) provided data when her prior accuracy had been 1-for-1 (on their 2\(^{nd}\) trial) and 1-for-2 (on their 3\(^{rd}\) trial). Finally, children for whom the informant was incorrect on the third trial \( (n = 42) \) provided data for when the informant’s prior accuracy had been 1-for-1 (on their 2\(^{nd}\) trial) and 2-for-2 (on their 3\(^{rd}\) trial). In Figure 3, we display children’s trust in the informant across six different accuracy ratios, notably when the informant’s prior accuracy had been 0-for-0 \( (n = 120) \), 0-for-1 \( (n = 39) \), 1-for-1 \( (n = 81) \), 1-for-2 \( (n = 78) \), 2-for-2 \( (n = 42) \), or 2-for-3 \( (n = 120) \).

Inspection of Figure 3 reveals that (1) children were inclined to trust the informant when they did not yet have any information about her accuracy – when she was 0-for-0, and (2) children’s subsequent decisions to heed the informant’s advice were strongly related to her pattern of accuracy. When children did not have any information about the informant’s accuracy, i.e., when she was 0-for-0, children trusted her significantly above chance (50%; Binomial Test,
p < .001). In contrast, when her prior accuracy was 0-for-1, children distrusted her significantly below chance (Binomial Test, p < .01), and when her prior accuracy was 1-for-2, children’s trust was no different than chance, Binomial Test, p = .99. When her prior accuracy was 2-for-3, 1-for-1, or 2-for-2, children trusted her well above chance levels, Binomial Tests, p < .001.

In order to compare children’s initial trust in the informant (0-for-0) to different levels of prior accuracy, we regressed children’s trust in the informant’s claim on the six different prior accuracy ratios (as categorical predictors) using a logistic regression model with 0-for-0 as the reference category. In Table 5, we display parameter estimates (odds-ratios) with corresponding 95% confidence intervals for this logistic regression (parameters estimates in log-odds with corresponding standard errors are provided in Supporting Online Information 8). This allowed us to compare children’s initial trust in the informant (when she was 0-for-0) and their subsequent trust in her at different accuracy ratios. For example, the coefficient on 0-for-1 represents the ratio of the odds that children trusted the informant’s recommendation when the informant was 0-for-1 rather than 0-for-0. Similarly, the coefficient on 1-for-2 represents the ratio of the odds that children trusted the informant’s recommendation when the informant was 1-for-2 rather than 0-for-0. Thus, significant coefficients below 1.00 represent lower trust on that trial relative to baseline (when the informant was 0-for-0) and coefficients above 1.00 represent greater trust on that trial relative to baseline.

As depicted in Table 5, children’s initial trust in the informant was significantly greater than their trust when she was 0-for-1, and 1-for-2. Children’s trust in the informant when she was 2-for-3 was no different from their initial trust in her. Children’s trust in the informant when she was 1-for-1 was greater than their initial trust in her (though that difference was not statistically significant at an α = .05), and their trust in the informant when she was 2-for-2 was significantly
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greater than their initial trust in her. Thus, children’s trust in the informant’s recommendation varied depending on the informant’s pattern of accuracy. Children began with considerable trust in the informant but reduced their trust if she proved inaccurate, especially if she was inaccurate on one of the first two trials. As the informant’s accuracy increased, so did children’s trust.

Discussion

In order to learn effectively from others’ testimony, children need to identify whether or not their informants are trustworthy (Harris, 2012). This already difficult task is complicated by the fact that an informant’s accuracy is typically not fixed; rather, an informant’s accuracy changes over time. The current study was designed to answer two main questions: (1) Do children continually adjust their trust in an informant as they gain more information about her accuracy? (2) Does the timing of an informant’s inaccuracy—e.g., whether the informant is inaccurate the first time the child encounters her vs. if she is inaccurate in children’s most recent encounter with her—influence children’s trust in that informant? We found that children continually updated their trust in the informant as they gained more information about her accuracy (and inaccuracy) across multiple episodes. Moreover, children’s decisions to trust the informant did not reveal recency or primacy effects. Instead, children’s trust in the informant’s testimony was equivalent when she had been correct 3 of 4 times regardless of when her single inaccuracy had occurred. Children used the informant’s behavior (i.e., her accuracy and whether or not she apologized for her inaccuracy) to infer her intent, niceness, and smartness. However, these attributions did not mediate or moderate the observed differences in trust associated with the informant’s history of accuracy. In the following sections, we discuss these findings and their implications in detail.
The informant’s prior accuracy had a strong and robust influence on children’s epistemic trust. Our results are therefore consistent with earlier research on the relation between an informant’s accuracy and children’s trust in that informant; children are more trusting of claims offered by more accurate informants (e.g., Birch et al., 2008; Koenig & Harris, 2005; Pasquini et al., 2007). However, our findings also extend this research in three ways. First, we find that children’s trust in the claims provided by a single informant changes as children learn more about the informant’s accuracy. This was true for children across the entire age range of 4- to 7-years. These results go beyond findings from studies, discussed earlier, that have focused on children’s trust in conflicting claims made by multiple informants—learning situations that children will rarely encounter outside of the laboratory. Indeed, children typically learn from one informant at a time; often someone whom they interact with over a prolonged period (e.g., a parent, teacher, or sibling). Drawing on the current findings, we now have evidence suggesting that preschoolers and young school-age children continually update their impressions of such informants’ trustworthiness over time, as a function of their accuracy.

Second, our results also provide insight into how children use accuracy information when learning from other people. Children’s trust in the informant’s claims varied with her proportional accuracy, suggesting that children were not simply basing their decisions on the informant’s number of inaccuracies (i.e., a raw-frequency strategy). In addition, children’s greater trust in the informant’s recommendation as a function of the number of times she was accurate (i.e., 2-for-2 > 1-for-1 > 0-for-0) indicates that children could not have relied solely on a proportional-inaccuracy strategy because in these three cases the informant’s proportional inaccuracy did not differ. Thus, children are either using two different strategies (i.e., a proportional inaccuracy strategy for informants who have been inaccurate, and an accuracy-
counting strategy when the informant has never been inaccurate) or they are using a statistical strategy that takes into account all of the information at their disposal (i.e., the total number of accurate and inaccurate statements made by the informant). We currently favor the latter hypothesis. A single strategy seems more efficient and more capable of dealing with real-world learning situations where no one informant is always accurate. A challenge for the two-strategies hypothesis is to explain when and how children switch from using one strategy to another. For example, if the informant is accurate two times in a row but then makes a mistake, children would need to switch over from the accuracy-counting strategy to the proportional-inaccuracy strategy and transfer information about the number of accurate trials to calculate the proportional inaccuracy. Research on children’s trust in verbal testimony has benefitted from attempts to formalize the processes underlying children’s trust using Bayesian approaches (e.g., Shafto, Eaves, Navarro, & Perfors, 2012). In addition to further experimental work, statistical modelling of such data might be helpful in determining whether and when children are using different strategies when tracking the accuracy of an informant over time.

A third important finding is that children regained trust in a previously inaccurate informant who went on to offer accurate information, regardless of when she had provided inaccurate information. That is, we found no evidence of recency or primacy effects. This means that children not only update their inferences about the reliability of a previously inaccurate informant when they are provided a legitimate reason for why the informant had been inaccurate (e.g., if they learn that she held a false belief; Nurmsoo & Robinson, 2009; Robinson & Nurmsoo, 2009) but also when they subsequently have positive epistemic evidence about her.

Consistent with prior research, children used the informant’s behavior (i.e., her accuracy and whether or not she apologized) to infer her intent, niceness, and smartness (e.g., Heyman,
We found that after the informant provided inaccurate information on a single trial, older (but not younger) children’s evaluations of her niceness and intelligence decreased. This is consistent with prior research reporting that older children need fewer behavioral examples than younger children to make trait attributions (Boseovski et al., 2013). However, these attributions did not moderate or mediate the observed differences in children’s trust associated with the informant’s history of accuracy. It might be the case that an informant’s intent and traits simply have smaller effects than accuracy on children’s trust, particularly when children have a small sample of data to draw from. Indeed, an effect of smartness on trust did emerge on the last trial, at which point all children had identical information about her proportional inaccuracy: children who judged the informant to be smarter trusted her more than children who judged her to be less smart. Thus, when accuracy was held constant, children relied on other aspects of the informant’s profile to make epistemic inferences. However, it is possible that had we manipulated the informant’s traits and intent more strongly (for example, by having the informant provide inaccurate information multiple times or by emphasizing the informant’s meanness or niceness) those factors would have had stronger influences on children’s trust in the informant. For example, it is possible that the failure of the informant’s apology to influence children’s trust decisions indicates that the informant’s apology did not adequately account for her inaccuracy. It is possible that providing a reason for her mistake, rather than simply acknowledging it, might influence children’s trust. This could be tested by manipulating whether informants offer apologies with an explanation for their mistake: “I’m sorry I made a mistake” vs. “I’m sorry but I couldn’t see the sticker”.

Our results raise several additional questions for future research. For one, do children continually monitor informants’ accuracy across domains to generate a holistic accuracy index
for their informants or do they monitor accuracy within domains to generate domain-specific accuracy indices? Because preschoolers take into account informants’ expertise when deciding whether or not to trust them (Landrum et al., 2013; Lane & Harris, 2015), we suspect that children might track the accuracy of individuals within specific domains. Such a strategy would be more beneficial than simply tracking accuracy across domains because an informant might be highly accurate in one domain but relatively inaccurate in others.

Another question is whether children will regain trust in informants who have provided inaccurate information on multiple occasions or whose inaccuracies result in more substantial consequences for the child. If children do regain trust, how quickly do they do so? Would we have seen the same recovery of trust if the informant had been wrong multiple times in a row?

A third question pertains to the development of children’s ability to track the proportional accuracy of informants. Pasquini et al. (2007) found that 4-year-olds but not 3-year-olds prefer to learn novel name from someone who has been correct 3 out of 4 times rather than from someone who has been correct 1 out of 4 times. Is this age-related difference a function of younger children’s inability to track informant’s proportional accuracy or simply their inability to track the proportional accuracy of two informants simultaneously?

We chose to present children with videos of our informant rather than have children interact with “live” informants. We made this decision because our protocol requires that the actors’ behaviors were standardized across participants, and this was best achieved using pre-recorded video. More importantly, our protocol required that the informant interact with the confederate (Lynn) so that it would always make sense for the informant to apologize following the provision of inaccurate information in the Apology condition (as Lynn always followed the informant’s testimony and was thus always incorrect on that trial). Nevertheless, we do not have
reason to believe that children would have behaved very differently in a live setting. In fact, a
live game might have introduced greater noise because children would have felt more social
pressure to follow the informant’s testimony (even if they did not actually trust the informant).

In sum, our data suggest that young children track informants’ accuracies over time and
use that history and other behavioral information to build and update their cognitive profile of
the informant – an aggregate of their prior accuracy, traits, and intent. This profile is most
subject to change earlier in children’s encounters with someone new, when they have less data to
draw upon. However, as children gain more information, they adjust that profile accordingly.
Thus, although there are circumstances in which young preschoolers are prone to follow the
claims of inaccurate informants (e.g., Jaswal et al., 2010; Vanderbilt et al., 2011), by the end of
the preschool years children’s trust in informants is remarkably flexible and attuned to their
informants’ histories of accuracy. This ability supports children’s social learning in an ever-
changing social world.
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Table 1

Multi-level linear regression models predicting children’s trait attributions to the informant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>z score</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>z score</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Type</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>.00,.06</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>.00,.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (Years)</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>-.81</td>
<td>-.04,.01</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>-.03,.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apology</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>-.50</td>
<td>-.12,.07</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>-.50</td>
<td>-.12,.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inaccurate 2\textsuperscript{nd} trial</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>-.02,.17</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>-.02,.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inaccurate 3\textsuperscript{rd} trial</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>-.02,.17</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>-.02,.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apology X Inaccurate 2\textsuperscript{nd} trial</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>-.09,.18</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>-.09,.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apology X Inaccurate 3\textsuperscript{rd} trial</td>
<td>-.18**</td>
<td>-2.67</td>
<td>-.31,.05</td>
<td>-.18**</td>
<td>-2.67</td>
<td>-.31,.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating after inaccuracy</td>
<td>-10***</td>
<td>-5.61</td>
<td>-.14,.07</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>-.08,.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final rating</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>-1.95</td>
<td>-.07,.00</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>-1.54</td>
<td>-.25,.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating after inaccuracy X Age</td>
<td>-.04*</td>
<td>-2.25</td>
<td>-.07,.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final rating X Age</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>-.03,.04</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>-.03,.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>.91***</td>
<td>10.72</td>
<td>.74,1.07</td>
<td>.84***</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>.64,1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random-Effects Variance</td>
<td>.015***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.015***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interclass Correlation</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X\textsuperscript{2}</td>
<td>71.07***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>78.86***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model df</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.

Note. \(n_{children} = 120; n_{ratings} = 720\). Trait type is coded as 1 for niceness and 0 for smartness. Receiving an apology is coded as 1 and not receiving an apology is coded as 0. The timing of the inaccuracy is coded as a categorical variable (1\textsuperscript{st} trial, 2\textsuperscript{nd} trial, 3\textsuperscript{rd} trial) with 1\textsuperscript{st} trial as the reference category. Whether children made attributions about the informant’s traits at baseline, after the inaccuracy, or at the end of the experiment is coded as a categorical variable with baseline ratings as the reference category.
Table 2

Logistic regression model predicting whether children believed the informant’s provision of incorrect information was unintentional.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Odds-Ratios</th>
<th>z scores</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (1-for-2)</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>.45, 4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (2-for-3)</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>.67, 6.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>.32***</td>
<td>-4.34</td>
<td>.19, .53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>.39, 2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apology</td>
<td>6.92 ***</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>2.46, 19.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niceness Rating Post Inaccuracy</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>.44, 19.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smartness Rating Post Inaccuracy</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>.86, 34.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>19.73</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>.67, 583.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$X^2$ 50.48***

Model df 7
-2 Log Likelihood 115.8
Pseudo $R^2$ .30

*** $p < .001$.

Note. $n = 120$. Children’s interpretation of the informant’s intent in communicating her inaccuracy was coded such that 1 = unintentional and 0 = intentionally misleading. The proportional inaccuracy of the informant is coded as a categorical variable (0-for-1, 1-for-2, 2-for-3) with 0-for-1 as the reference category. Receiving an apology is coded as 1 and not receiving an apology is coded as 0.
Table 3

Logistic regression models predicting children’s trust in the informant’s claim after the provision of incorrect information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Odds-Ratios</td>
<td>z scores</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>Odds-Ratios</td>
<td>z scores</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (0-for-1)</td>
<td>.33*</td>
<td>-2.29</td>
<td>.13, .85</td>
<td>.35*</td>
<td>-2.02</td>
<td>.13, .97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (2-for-3)</td>
<td>5.7***</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>1.96, 16.59</td>
<td>6.36***</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>2.09, 19.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>.81, 1.98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>-.41</td>
<td></td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apology</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>-.66</td>
<td>.29, 1.84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Intent</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.47, 3.85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niceness Rating Post Inaccuracy</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>-.22</td>
<td>.14, 4.85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smartness Rating Post Inaccuracy</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.27, 10.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.56, 1.97</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>-.75</td>
<td>.01, 8.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

X² 32.26*** 34.32***
Model df 2 8
-2 Log Likelihood 132.89 130.83
Pseudo R² .20 .21

* p < .05, *** p < .001.

Note. n = 120. The proportional inaccuracy of the informant is coded as a categorical variable (0-for-1, 1-for-2, 2-for-3) with 1-for-2 as the reference category. Receiving an apology is coded as 1 and not receiving an apology is coded as 0. Children’s attribution of intent is coded as 1 if children reported that the informant provided incorrect information unintentionally and 0 if they believed she was intentionally misleading.
Table 4

Logistic regression models predicting children’s trust in the informant’s claim on the last cup (i.e., 4th cup).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Odds-Ratios</td>
<td>z scores</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>Odds-Ratios</td>
<td>z scores</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inaccurate information (1st trial)</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>-.24</td>
<td>.34, 2.30</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.55, 5.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inaccurate information (3rd trial)</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>.89, 8.00</td>
<td>3.94*</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>1.13, 13.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.54*</td>
<td>-2.52</td>
<td>.33, .87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>-1.54</td>
<td>.18, 1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>-.23</td>
<td>.32, 2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.56, 5.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niceness Rating Post Inaccuracy</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.16, 6.51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smartness Rating Post Inaccuracy</td>
<td>8.71*</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>1.32, 57.51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>2.25*</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>1.14, 4.44</td>
<td>33.80</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>.86, 1321.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| X²                        | 4.87   |          | 25.79**  |
| Model df                 | 2      |          | 8        |
| -2 Log Likelihood        | 132.2  |          | 111.3    |
| Pseudo R²                | .04    |          | .19      |

* p < .05, ** p < .01.

Note. n = 120. The proportional inaccuracy of the informant is coded as a categorical variable (0-for-1, 1-for-2, 2-for-3) with 1-for-2 as the reference category. Receiving an apology is coded as 1 and not receiving an apology is coded as 0. Children’s attribution of intent is coded as 1 if children reported that the informant provided incorrect information unintentionally and 0 if they believed she was intentionally misleading.
Table 5

Logistic regression model comparing children’s trust in information provided by the informant at different ratios of accuracy, with 0-for-0 as the reference category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Odds-Ratios</th>
<th>z scores</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-for-1</td>
<td>.17***</td>
<td>-4.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-for-2</td>
<td>.46 **</td>
<td>-2.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-for-3</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-for-1</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-for-2</td>
<td>4.57 **</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>2.08***</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[X^2 \] 60.47***
\[\text{Model df} \] 5
\[-2 \text{Log Likelihood} \] 550.59
\[\text{Pseudo R}^2 \] .10

Note. \( n = 480 \)

** \( p < .01 \), *** \( p < .001 \).
Figure 1. Relation between children’s trait attributions and when children were asked to make these attributions (baseline, after receiving inaccurate information, at the end of the experiment) as a function of children’s age (Table 1, Model 2).
Figure 2. Fitted probability (Table 2, Model 1) of a child trusting the informant immediately after the informant’s provision of incorrect information as a function of whether the informant provided incorrect information on the 1st trial, 2nd trial, and 3rd trial. Error bars represent +/- 2 standard errors of the mean.
Figure 3. Probability of a child trusting the informant as a function of the informant’s prior accuracy (data pooled across all conditions). For each condition (e.g., 1-for-2) the first number reflects the informant’s number of accurate claims, and the second number reflects the informant’s total number of claims. Error bars represent +/- 2 standard errors of the mean.